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tand sure as is the present intentional parturitional behavior of the

mother who practices "childbirth without fear." BOOK REVIEWS
Into this frame of reference we can fit, as a culminant procedure

and in terms of total life-acceptance, this skilled modernization of
the Bardo ThSdol. Here in THE PSYCHEDELIC EXPERIENCE is the

crowning efficacious rite whereby, after the physical, racial, three- THE PEYOTE CULT stands as fact is simply this: La
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75 years as an embryonic psyche. Of all the hallucinogens, peyote tion of primacy for a quarter of a
- the small, innocuous-looking century. Consequently, I refrain
spineless cactus, Lophophora Wil- here from being ludicrous enough
!iamsii - has attracted probably the to present a "review" of so well
most widespread attention, and this known and tested a document.
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time. The bibliography concerning original again easily available, we
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covers many fields and is stagger- pendices, bringing peyote studies
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nationale Neuro-Psychopharma- Germain, Paris, 6e, France. tion of serious scientific investigators. Peyote Studies" (taking us from

Twenty-seven years, ago, Weston 1958 to 1958) was first publishedcologicum; Munich, September Mondrag6n, Sergio, g' Randall,
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1964. Pp. 280. $2.50. Four issues, $5.00 (57.00 pesos), accepted as the authoritative work ing political persecution of theon the peyote cult, but only a few American Indians' rights to free

Dabrowski, Kazimierz: Positive Dis- Patka, Frederick: Value and Exis- years after publication it was un- exercise of the peyote religious cult.
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Ferlinghetti, Lawrence: Routines. Pauwels, Louis, ed.: Plandte. La disciplinary approach. He reviewed this period.
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1964. Pp. 77. $5. F. Italian edition: "Pianeta" his meticulous field work, gave La and diffusion, the Native American

L.E.U.P., 21, via Fra' Domenico Barre's treatment a singularly sym- Church, mescalism, mescaline and
Masui, Jacques, ed.: Hermds. Re- Buonvicini- Firenze.) pathetic and objective character its experimental uses, peyote as a

cherches sur I'exp_rience spirit- that one finds too often wanting in "narcotic," peyote and the law, the
uelle. Paris: Librairie Vega. No. 2, Winn, Ralph B.: Dictionary o! HyP' sundry studies that are otherwise secularization of peyote, chemical
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